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OUR FRETWORK DESIGN.

Combined Photo Frame and Pipe Rack.,

THE subject of the supplemental design
sheet with which we present our
readers this week is a handsome
combined Photograph Frame for a

carte-de-vi..ite photo and a Pipe Rack. The
construction is thoroughly substantial and
designed for real use. The Photo Frame
portion is surrounded with an overlay in
embossed gilt metal and will add very
materially to the finished appearance of the
article.
Dimensions and Materials.

The overall dimensions of this Photo Frame
with the pipe rack
are l5 ins. long by
sins. high, while
the pipe rack por-
tion has a pro-
jection of *ins.

The material in
which it is to be
cut is of two
thicknesses, viz.,
fin. for the main
portion of the con-
struction. with
wood kin. thick
for the overlay
around the photo
opening. The most
convenient way to
secure all that is
necessary in the
direction of wood
is to purchase one
of the special
parcels made up
by Hobbies Ltd.
for this design.

In addition to the wood there is the clear
glass, oval in shape, for covering the photo,
and the metal embossed overlay to mount upon
the wood overlay around the opening and
which forms the rebate. The respective
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catalogue numbers of these fittings are
5838 and No. 5352 ; they may be had
with the parcel of wood from flobbie. Ltd.,
or any of their branches or agents.

The Patterns.
As this design only consis,, Pyili-seow.gr.iP

in all, there has been no difficulty in getting
them all upon the printed design sheet, and
they may, therefore, all be cut away from the
sheet and affixed at once to the respective
pieces of wood intended for them. In a case
like this, where little preparatory work has

to be done ,before
the cutting may
commence, there is
alwa.ys,the danger
off the inexperi-
enced f r e tworker
making a prema-
ture start with
the cutting before
the paper patterns
have had a suffi-
cient interval of
time during which
to dry. No fret -
cutting, should be
attempted while
a pattern retains
any moisture from
the fixing,?;, and
for two reasons :
the first is that a
damp pattern of
the wood would
prevent the saw
running smoothly.
and the second is

the liability of the pattern becoming shifted in
parts and so causing the article to be in-
correctly cut, with the resultant detriment
to either the decorative or the construction.
features.

No. 1269.-Combined Photo
Frame and Pipe Rack.

Height, gins. Length, 15}ins. Projection, 2fins.
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Some Cutting Notes.
These designs, the decoration of which is

taken from the highly effective laurel forms,
tve.ar;,ong the most simple forms to be executed
tt tba fretworker ; in saying that, however,
we uo not mean that less *re may be taken
in their execution, for that would be fatal
to all work, but we mean that with ordinary
care a laurel decoration may be made to look
as effective as the best styles which are in-
cluded in the fretworker's art.

Each leaf of the laurel is composed of just
two lines and those lines should be quite
regular in their conformation ; slight devia-
tions from the cutting line are immaterial so
long as the curve is
kept even and con-
sistent. If, therefore,
the saw manages to
wander slightly from
the line of the design
in the cutting of one
of the lines which
compose a laurel leaf
the cutter must not
suddenly alter the
direction of the saw,
but must judge how
best to continue the
line without spoiling
the finished effect of
the leaf. This latitude
is quite permissible in
such a form as a laurel
leaf, for nature does
not make all leaves the
same in width, and as
long as the finished
effect is satisfactory, that is all that need be
studied.

In regard to the fretsaw to be selected we
advise as fine a blade as possible, for a fine
saw always gives that smooth -edge finish
which is such a desirable feature where a
smooth leaf or a scroll is to be executed. True,
a fine saw needs more careful manipulation
than a coarse one, for it more easily strays from
the cutting -line than a coarser one.

The tenons upon the shelf and its small
supporting bracket should be cut before the
corresponding mortise slots in order that the
tenons may be tested for size and position
against the patterns from which the slots are
to be cut. This is a safeguard which always
renders the fitting more exact and easy.

Returning for a moment to the question of
the laurel leaves, it should be pointed out that
each leaf should be executed with two in-
dependent cuts, both starting from a place a
little removed and id advance of the point of
the leaf as indicated by the diagram, one of

OUR FRETWORK DESIGN

the sides being cut as shown from A and the
other from B.

The Construction.
The work of construction may be undertaken

when the whole of the parts have received a
good sandpapering with a Hobbies special
block. The wooden overlay will be the first
part to be fixed on, and it may be done either
by means of glue or some fine fret -pins : glue
is to be recommended as it will hold the overlay
closer to the background than pins at intervals.
The glued overlay will be cramped up until
well set. The metal overlay may then be
added, and this will need to be fixed with the

finest or rather the
shortest fret -pins ob-
tainable. Ordinary
brads, while more

A
FIG. 1

easily o bt a i n able,
should never be em-
ployed for fretwork
purposes, for they are
far too coarse and
would mar the finished
effect.

The bracket under
the shelf will next be
added, and then the
shelf itself. These
parts will be glued on
all edge surfaces which
come in contact with
the wood of the back-
ground and will be
cramped up till set.

The photo will be
cut to the oval shape -of

the opening provided for it, and then inserted
in the rebate at the back ; it will be closed in
by reinserting the piece of wood originally
cut from the tin. thick back, but the edges
must first be fined down with plane or file in
order that they may meet the surrounding
wood flush. This part may be held in position
in its turn by either fixing a pair of metal
photo clips or by glueing a stout piece of brown
paper over it.

In regard to the style of finish to be adopted,
it must be left to the individual worker to
make his or her own selection.-E. S.

FRETWOOD.-For this design we supply a selected
parcel of fretwood, Is. 5d. ; post free, ls. lid.

FITTINGS.-Brass Overlay, No. 5352, 7d. ; Glass, Clear
Oval, No. 5838, 3d. ; postage, 2d. Postage on complete
parcel of fretwood, 6d. r

The above prices are subject to revision without
notice.

Orders by post to HOBBIES LTD., Dereham. Goods
may also be had at :-LoNnos : 65, New Oxford street,
W.C. ; 147, Bishopsgate, E.C. ; 79, Wal worth ' Road,
S.E. GLASGOW : 326, Argyle Street. MANCHESTER :
10a, Piccadilly. BIRMINGHAM : 9a, High Street.
LEEDS : 15, County Arcade. And Agents.

Have you noticed our announcements of the Annual
B.S.F. Competitions ?



THE expression "fretsaw temper" may be
taken in two distinct ways : it may
mean, possibly in the mind of some
readers, that lack of personal self-

control which frequently comes to fretworkers
when they meet with
difficulties or acci-
dents, or it may refer
to that process of
tempering which
should be adopted in
the manufacture of
fretsaws. Both these
meanings are closely
related, however, al-
though when the
writer sat down to
pen this note he only
had in his mind the
second meaning, for it
was his intention to
refer to the need for
using a well -tem-
pered saw -blade if
good work is to result
and accidents are to
be avoided. Now the
tempering of such a
very fine tool as a fret-
saw-and there is no
finer wood - working
tool in existence-is a
very important and, as
mechanical processes
go, a very delicate
operation, which re-
quires special machin-
ery and a special
furnace. There are,
of course, a number
of manufacturers of
fretsaws in foreign
countries, but it is one
thing to make a fret -
saw and quite a differ-
ent matter to temper
it correctly ; it is un-
doubtedly for this
reason-that difficulty
of tempering a fretsaw properly-that foreign
blades are so often unreliable, that they so
often snap just at the critical moment and
spoil what would otherwise have been good
work. As the writer has sometimes watched
the making and tempering of Hobbies famous
British fretsaws he has often been impressed
with the delicacy of the operation and the
minute care which has to be devoted to each
individual blade. With a tempering method
such as the one employed at Hobbies factory
the blades are tempered to a nicety, and for

41.1111111i,

that reason may be recommended as being the
nearest approach to perfection which is likely
to be attainable in this very imperfect world."'

43Stripwork.
All through the

recent holidays hun-
dreds of young folk
have had their first
experience of strip -
work, while many
others are quite ex-
perienced at the
hobby already. To
one and all who take
up stripwork the con-
viction comes that it
is a hobby of a most
satisfactory nature,
especially in the direc-
tion of model -mak-
ing. We know of no
other hobby which is
so easy to pick up, and
which, at the same
time, can be more
widely applied than
stripwork. Where
fretwork is the hobby
which aids in the de-
velopment of the artis-
tic sense if it is in-
telligently practised,
stripwork most cer-
tainly is the best
simple hobby which
aids in the develop-
ment of the mechani-
cal sense, and the best
hand and eye train-
ing method in exist-
ence. Parents should
certainly give their
youngsters the chance
of picking up the apt-
ness for mechanical
work which is bound

THE SUBJECT OF NEXT WEEK'S DESIGN SHEET. to follow the doing of
stripwork as a hobby.

Any of Hobbies branch managers or agents
would be happy to explain the work fully
to those interested if they would take care
to call.

Next Week's Design.
Above we illustrate the subject of our next

week's Fretwork Design Sheet-a Palm
Stand in oak. Its height is 18 inches, and
is of a very substantial character-just the
kind of article fretworkers generally like
making. THE EDITOR.
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THINGS TO DO
ABOUT THE

HOME

VII. -CLOTHES RACKS.
THERE are many forms of clothes racks,

all with their special advantages ;
hardly any household can dispense
with something of the kind. Four

types are illustrated here. The ordinary
type, Fig. 1, can be made in two, three
or even four leaves. A detailed descrip-
tion is hardly necessary. Each frame is made
independently and then hinged together. All
the stuff should be prepared, then for setting
out, place the posts altogether, and square
the various measurements across the lot, thus
saving time, and ensuring uniformity. The
rails should also be set out in this manner.
A mortise and tenon joint, Fig. 2, is the most
suitable construction, although for those not
very advanced in woodworking, a simple
halving joint would do, if screwed as well as
glued. For hingeing, it is better to avoid metal
hinges, because of the wet clothes coming in
contact with them : pieces of webbing, tacked on
in two strips for each bingeing, in the manner
indicated in Fig. 3, are the better arrangement.
Three sets of webbing placed about 3ins.
from top and bottom and in the centre will
hold the frames quite firm and also allow a
complete hinge joint folding right over in
both directions. One strip of webbing is
tacked on to a post, then folded over the
edge, the other frame is then put close up to it,
and the webbing stetched across the back of
the post of second frame, and tacked on there.
The second piece of webbing is arranged
above or below the first, but fastened in
opposite way, that is, tacked on to the back
of first frame, pulled through between the
two, and fastened to the front of second
frame.

The three other racks are various styles
for fastening or hanging to the walls of kitchen
or scullery. Fig. 4 is a simple construction
quite easy to make, but its capacity is not
much. Two semi -circular shelves about Sins.
diameter, are firmly fixed into a back, with a
space of 2ins. between them, by the form of
mortise joint shown in Fig. 5. Four holes
.?,in. in diameter having been bored through
each shelf, in exactly similar positions, four
strips, 18ins. long of 2ins. by lin. stuff, are
now prepared to form given in Fig. 6, the wide
end rounded off and a gin. hole drilled down
through. These pieces are pivotted between
the two shelves by using some Nn. round rod.

348

Small nails should be put into each rod from
the shelf edges to keep them from working out,
The rails fold back against the wall when
not in use. A simple form of clothes rack, which
can be made to any capacity by increasing
the length or by extra sections, is shown in
Fig. 7. It consists of merely a backboard,
with rails projecting out at right angles. If
there is no need for the rails to be put out of
the way, they can be mortised direct into the
back as fixtures, but there is not much trouble
in making the arrangement as given in the
sketch allowing the rails to hinge down, flat
against the wall when not in use. The rails
are mortised into a separate piece of batten,
which is hinged at the under edge, to the back-
board, by a couple of ordinary 2 ins. butt hinges.
Two button pieces, A, Fig. 6, are cut with a
recess equal to the thickness of the batten
They are screwed into the back with a good
strong screw, in such a position that the lip
part turns over the batten and keeps the whole
set of rails up horizontally. There will be a
tendency, owing to weight of clothes, for these
screws to get pulled out of the wood, so to
safeguard against this, screws a Qin. longer
than required could be used, and rivetted
over at the back, or better still, use some form
of light bolt instead of screws. If a rather
long rack is made, it would be best to arrange
the rails in two or three sets, with two buttons
for each set, and thus save the risk of too much
strain coming on the buttons, and give the
advantage of not having all the set up,
when only a few clothes are drying. A
more convenient form of the second example
is shown by Fig. 8, a long back piece is neces-
sary to get the bottom bracket on for taking
the sticks when not in use. Near the top
of this back two shelves are arranged only
lin. apart : they should be fin. thick, the upper
one is semi -circular and bins. across on its
under edge there are ten stopped grooves, lin.
long and fin. deep ; this shelf is shown inside
Fig. 10 and separately at Fig. 12. The lower
shelf of these two is also semi -circular, but
9iins. across. It has a series of ten holes of
}in. diameter, whose centres are 11 in. from
the edge, these are for putting the ends of the
sticks up through when not in use. A piece
of 3-16in. fretwood should now be cut according
to Fig. 11, this is fastened down upon the
first piece, its purpose being to give fixed



THINGS TO DO ABOUT THE HOME.

position for the rods to stand out from, and
also to form a ledge to drop the projecting
parts of the rods behind, to safeguard against
any falling out. The complete plan of the
two shelves, Fig. 10, shows how everything is
arranged, the grooves on the underside of
uppe shelf must come in line with the recesses
in the rim, the rails are retained in their correct
position and kept upright by this means, since

the rails are bin. thick, the grooves and slots
must be the same in width. (1Both the shelves
must be firmly mortised into the back, in
similar manner to that indicated in Fig. 5.
The bottom shelf can be sin. thick with a
series of holes of din. diameter, but ori, bored
half -way into the Wood, the positions corre-
sponding to those bored through the upper

(Continued on page 356.)
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Troubles Met with
Weather.

THE average amateur photographer
usually meets with more failures and
troubles during cold weather than
he does in summer weather. Photo-

graphy, however, is quite as easy in winter
time as it is in the warmer weather, and no
failures will be met with by the worker who
knows what difficulties to expect and is quite
prepared to cope with them when they arise.

Only a few years ago it was the custom
to put away the camera during the winter
months, but this suspension of operations
was not because of the cold and the troubles
it brought, for the latter could then, as now,
be easily overcome ; the camera was laid
aside because of the absence of rapid lenies
and plates. During recent years lenses and
plates, also films, have been made to work
so rapidly that exposures are possible on
most days, even when it is dull or raining,
and there is no need whatever to lay aside
the camera until the advent of spring.

The chief troubles that arise when photo-
graphing in winter weather are three in
number, namely, very thin negatives, bad
tones, and blistered prints, all of which are
due to the lowness of temperature. All
plates and films and most printing papers
are made of gelatine, a product that is apt to
get very hard when it is allowed to feel the
cold, and this hardness,prevents the chemicals
working properly upon it. The obvious
remedy is of course to develop, etc., in a warm
room, or warm the dishes and solutions if
the work has to be done in a cold room. Too
much warming, however, brings forward other
troubles, and the method of working is so
important that the prevention of the three
defects named may be dealt with separately.

Photographers who work in cold weather
should always use a thermometer to ascertain
the temperature of the solutions they use
The proper temperature at which to use all.
developers, fixers and toners is anything
between 65 and 70 deg. F. It is difficult to
tell the degree without a thermometer, though
some workers may be able to tell near enough
by the sense of touch ; it is, however, rather
dangerous to do so, as mistakes are easily
made, because when the bawls are very cold
the temperature of warm water is most
deceptive. 11 ydroquinone will not work at
all when cold (below 65 deg.), while other
developers work very slowly --so slow, in fact,
that the amateur is often led to believe that
the plate or film is very much under -exposed,
or not exposed at all, when the real cause of
the slow or non-appearance of the picture
may be due to the coldness of the developer.

in Cold

In a normal developer a
picture rarely takes more than
ten minutes to develop and to
get the necessary density, but
the colder the developer the
longer the time of development,
and in a very cold solution a
plate may take an hour or more
to acquire the proper density.
The uninitiated workers are not
prepared for this trick of the

developer, and take the plate from the
solution before density is obtained. The
result is, of course, a thin and ghostly
negative, too poor in quality to give bright
prints.

The common rough and ready plan of
warming solutions and dishes is to pour warm
water in the latter to warm them, then pour
it away and place the cold developer in the
dish. The warm dish naturally takes the
chill off the developing solution, but the plan
is not a good one ; it often results in cracked
dishes (if of porcelain or glass), and one is
never sure of the temperatur) of the solution,
the latter, of course, becoming cooler every
minute, and its developing action slower.
The safest plan of working is to fill a biscuit
tin with warm (not hot) water and use it
as a sort of developing table, placing the
developing dish upon the top of the flat lid
of the tin. Used in this way the developer
keeps of a fairly even temperature, but great
care must, of course, be taken not to have
the lid of the tin or the developer too hot.

The above rules apply to the fixing bath,
which in normal times is always colder than a
developer and slower in working. A solution
made of hypo and water is a well-known
laboratory freezing mixture, as when hypo
is added to water the temperature of the
latter always drops several degrees, even in
the height of summer. One can therefore
easily imagine what happens in winter when
hypo is added to very cold water.

The fixing solution should be of the same
temperature as the developer, and this may
be brought about by warming up the hypo
solution as one does a developer, or by dis-
solving the hypo in hot water and using when
cool enough, the hypo bringing the hot water
to a cool stage very quickly. There is,
however, not the danger threatening when
using a cold fixer as when using a cold developer
for negatives, simply because one may easily see
when a negative is fixed. With prints one may
meet with trouble by not fixing thoroughly,
the action of a fixing bath on a print not being
visible, as it is when fixing negatives. The
warmer a fixing bath the quicker it works,
and when very cold it may take hours instead
of minutes to do its duty.

It is most important to have the bath at
something between 65 and 70 deg. F., when
using self -toning papers. otherwise the colours
(tones) will be unsatisfactory, and the pictures
may fade very rapidly because of the cold
preventing the hypo doing its work of fixing.
If the hypo solution happens to be freshly

;(Continued on page 356.)
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British Craftsman
THE BRITISH WoRxMAN supplies you With a
fund of interesting information for the small
outlay of Two Pence monthly. At Two Pence
each per month you can obtain:

THE FAMILY FRIEND, which will be useful
to your wife and daughters.

THE CHILDREN'S FRIEND, for the boys and
girls.

SUNSHINE, for the smaller boys and girls.

THE INFANTS' MAGAZINE, Which is hill of
pictures, for the very little ones. Two
pence each month at all Booksellers and
Newsagents. Any one magazine will be sent
post free to any address for ONE YEAR for
2/8. Obtain the Annual Volumes for Christmas
and Birthday, etc., Presents. A Coloured
Picture on front covers, they are always
appreciated for this alone.

Write for Catalogue of Books for Boys and Girls
to

S. W. PARTRIDGE & Co., Ltd.
Dept. B., 5, New Street Hill, LONDON.E.C.4.

T&V.T:CVMMMCMVXM

Assets exceed
£2,500,000.

Claims Paid
Over £3,500,000.

By Appointments

GENERA;L
Accident, Fire and Life

ASSURANCE CORPORATION, Ltd.,
GENERAL BUILDINGS, PERTH, SCOTLAND.

GENERAL BUILDINGS, ALDWYCH, LONDON.

Established 1885.

WAR ECONOMY.
In consequence of the War, the cost of
building material and labour has increased
nearly 50 per cent. All owners of property
should therefore increase their Fire Insur-
ances ; this they can do at little or no extra
cost by taking a Fire Bonus Policy with
this Corporation, and thus effect a saving

of 20 per cent. on each premium.

Particulars on receipt of post card at either of the
above offices.

F. NOR1E-MILLER, J.P.
General Manager.

YOU CAN CHOOSE
JUST THE BOOK suited to your personal needs
provided you send for our latest Catalogue (It). It
is sent post free, and gives you details of ninety-
four excellent books on :-Modern Carpentry-
Home Furniture Making-Practical Wood Carving
-A.B.C. of the Steel Square-Cabinet Making and
Furniture Design-New Hardwood Finishing-
Common Sense Stair Building-Light and Heavy
Timber Framing-Sheet Metal Work-Machine
Shop Practice-Handbook for Millwrights-and
numerous other books of interest and value relating

to all branches of engineering.

Your request for complete catalogue M (Post
free) should be sent to (Dept. M.)

GEOFFREY PARKER & GREGG
62, The Mall, Ealing, London, W 5.

YOU will find
most useful as
those chisels,
mers, etc. Call
dozen to -day.

these tool clips
receptacles for
gouges, ham -
or send for a

Price 2 /- per doz. Post free 2 /3.
FROM :-

HOBBIES LTD., Dereham,
And all Branches and Agents.

ALL FRETWORKERS SHOULD POSSESS A

SANDPAPER BLOCK.
P"PRICES:-

No. 1. ed.
Post tree 8d.

No. 2. 1/3
Post free 1/8

HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM, Branches, etc.

RECO MODEL AEROPLANES
are the REAL THING in Miniature.
Send 3/6 for our latest Model. Flies zoo yards,
other Types from 2/6 to £10 los. Fully Illus-

trated Catalogue, post free, 1/-.
" RECO " 110, Old St., London, E.C.1.

CUT THIS OUT
" HOBBIES" PEN COUPON. Value Id.

Send this coupon with P.O. for only 4/- direct to the
FLEET PEN CO., 119, FLEET STREET. LONDON,
E.0.4., In return you will receive (post free) a splendid
British Made lect. Gold Nibbed Fleet Fountain Pen
value 10/6. If you save 12 further coupons, each wii,
count as a Id. off the price, so you may genet 13 coupons
and only 3/-. Say whether you want a Fine, Medium,
or Broad nib. This great offer Is made to introduce
the Famous Fleet Pen to " HOBBIRS " readers. Foreign
postage extra. Special Safety Model. 2/- extra.
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Ornamental Vase or Palm Box.

THE palm box shown complete in the
/ perspective sketch on this page is

somewhat of a novelty, and should
make a very attractive piece of

furniture. A feature of the design lies in the
carving to the front and sides of the box, but
as will be seen by a glance at the details given
in Figs. 5 and 6, the work entailed is not heavy,

or of a very exacting nature. The leafwork
and apples are fairly plain, and should be cut
in quite low relief, while the stems should be
cut sharply and the background matted to
give effect. Many workers not experienced
with the carving tools may, with quite an
excellent result, adorn the front and sides of
the palm box with plain or embossed copper
panels of simple outline. Or again, a poker -
work craftsman may decide to transfer to
his wood the outline of the fruit and leaves
shown in the details and burn his design in
relief, and finally, with the help of a few
art stains, produce a most charming effect.
The construction of the box itself is not diffi-
cult, and should not prove too much for the
amateur woodworker. The box consists
simply of four sides, and a bottom, or, perhaps,
more properly speaking, a shelf, to hold the
decorative fern or palm pot. The two sides
are the largest pieces required, and each
measures 21ins. long by 10iins. at the top,
tapering to 8/ins. at the bottom. The thick-
ness suggested for front, sides and back of
the box is sir., while the shelf may be i in.
thick. The work upon each of the sides
consists of first of all shaping to outline, then
cutting out the elliptical hand -hold and the
shaped base, and finally cutting in the grooves
or housings to accommodate the front and

back of the box. Care should be exercised
in setting out the sides symmetrically. The
piece of wood measuring 1 lins. wide should
have a line drawn down its centre and at a
length of 21ins. should have gins. set out at
each side. Then half the shaped top should
be drawn in with a width of 5/ ins. on each
side of the centre line Check off the width
on the opposite side of the centre line, and
connect up the points, which should result in
the slopes being quite true. The half of the
top curve may now be traced and reversed
over the centre line, thus getting this Portion
correct. Having completed all the outline
and internal cutting to one side, the outline
of the second may be produced by scribing
round this piece and cutting as before. The
sharp edges should be slightly rounded, as
shown in enlarged plan (Fig. 4). The cutting
in of the housing to receive the front and back
may next be taken in hand. Fig. 2 shows the
outline of one of the ends with the position
of the grooves shown dotted. The grooves
are set back gin. from the edge and are fin.
deep, and they should be cut rather under

in. wide to allow of a perfectly tight fit when
all are being finally secured together. The
grooves should measure 18ins. long from the
base upwards, and then be neatly stopped as
shown in Fig. 2. The full measurements of
the two pieces forming the front and the back
to the box are given in Fig. 1. Here again
the tapering should be accurately obtained
by the same method as that adopted for the
sides, while the curve to the top should be
struck with the compasses, the radius, as
shown, being 9ins. For the shelf a plain
rectangular piece of wood should be cut llins.
long by pins. wide, and for its support two

TM 0.
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ORNAMENTAL VASE OR PALM ROX.

fillets of {wood, lin. deep by in. wide, are
screwed on the inside face of the front and back
of the box, as shown in she diagram, Fig. 3.
The height of the shelf should be 12ins. from
the floor or foot of the palm box. When the
box has been fitted and glued up, additional

panels, should be executed before the final
putting together and glueing up is accom-
plished, as it is much more convenient to
work upon the wood flat on the bench than
it would be if in box form. If the metal
panels be adopted, care must be taken to
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strength may be obtained by glueing blocks
of wood about lin. square and 2ins. long up
the inside angles, as indicated by the letters
A in Figs. 3 and 4. The carving, or whatever
embellishment is placed upon the side and
ends of the box, excepting perhaps the metal

obtain round -headed screws for the fixing.
Mahogany would be a very suitable wood

from which to make this palm box, and after
receiving a finish of French polish it should
look well and repay the worker for his well -
spent time and patience.

Have you anything to sell or exchange ? If so,' it will

pay you to advertise in our Sale and Exchange

Columns.

asp



made with cold water in winter weather, it
may be so icy cold as to take an hour to fix
a print, and if the amateur is not prepared
for this slow working he may think the action
complete in ten minutes-as it would be in
warm weather-and take the pictures from
the bath before they are properly finished.
The same applies also to gaslight and other
prints.

But the greatest trouble of all that an
amateur meets with in cold weather is the
blistering of bromide and gaslight prints-a
defect met with very often in warm weather,
but in winter the trouble is the greatest.
Blisters are due to varying temperatures of
the solutions and washing water, and the
greater the difference the greater the danger
of blisters. Prints, it will be understood, are
treated with a developer and fixer, also
washing water, and if blisters are to be avoided
the developer and the fixer, also the washing

PHOTOGRAPHY.-Continued,

water, must be of the same temperature or
very nearly the same. Blisters rarely appear
during developing and fixing, they generally
appear during the washing after fixing because
of the difference in the temperature of the hypo
solution and the washing water.

A simple method of preventing blisters is
to let all the prints remain in the hypo solu-
tion, then to let the washing water run slowly
into the fixing bath so that the change may
not be sudden. It is the suddenness of the
change that does the damage. The washing
water thus gradually displaces the hypo,
which, of course, goes down the sink, and the
change takes place very slowly.

But the best plan of all of preventing
blisters is to use a combined hardening and
fixing bath ; such a bath, for which there
are many formula, makes the pictures as
tough as leather and blistering will be impos-
sible, or at any rate very difficult to produce.

THINGS TO BO ABOUT THE HOME.-Continued.
shelf. This shelf must also be mortised in ;
6in, would be a suitable size. The rods, when
not in use, are pushed up through the holes
at the top by the thin end and then dropped
so that a corner catches in the incomplete hole
at the bottom, which is better if mortised
into the form of a slot for holding the rather
wide ends that come into them. The rails
are made out of kin. stuff, which should be ash
or similar material and shaped as in Fig. 13.
All edges being rounded off, it is necessary to
cut the V -piece out of the top edge, so that
the rod 'can be tilted up far enough for the

under edge to pass over the 3-16in. guard
piece fastened on the large shelf. Fig. 9 shows
method of stacking the rails when not in use.

One other system of clothes airer is to make
a light frame of bars and suspend the frame
by cords passing over pulleys fixed on or near
the ceiling. For loading the rack it is lowered
by means of the cords, and then hoisted up.
For lack of space this is not illustrated here,
but the idea is so simple that anyone can
manage it if necessary ; also, with 'careful
planning of cords and pulleys, the whole affair
can be pulled up evenly from one position.

641081311113 PHOTO -STUDENTS' CIRCLE

APPLIOATI ON FOR MEMBERSHIP.

To the Editor of "Hobbies," 125, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sir.-Please enrol me as a Member of the Photo -Students' Circle and forward Member's

Card.
*Please also enter me for the series of Competitions, for which I enclose the inclusive

fee of bd.

Name

Address -
No. .If Competitions are not to be entered strike oat the starred Nas.

Join the B.S.F, now, and thus become eligible to enter the
Society's Competitions.



A NEW RING GAME.

FIG. 1.

GAMES, in common with everything else,
have greatly increased in price, and
a boy's pocket money generally will
not allow him to purchase all the

things he would like, especially in the way of
games. Now " rings " is one of the most, if
not the most, popular indoor games, and in our
illustration, Fig. 1, we show a new ring game
which may be made by any handy boy. The
difficulty in making one of the usual type of
ring boards is to obtain wood sufficiently wide,
but this is obviated in the present case by
building up a board with narrow strips, which
are notched, or to use a more correct term, half -
lapped together. Almost everyone has com-
mand of a few narrow strips of thin board, who
would find it difficult to obtain a wide board,
and for the board we show here any strips 2in.
wide, and from lin. to sin. thick are suitable.
The tools required for making the board are a
plane, saw, chisel, and hammer ' The rubber
rings can be purchased at a toy or fancy
shop.

Four strips of wood will be required (see
Fig. 2), the two marked A are 18in. long, and
the two B are 10ins. long. The strips are A
first half -lapped together, the jointe being cut
exactly in the middle of each. A half -lapped
joint is shown at Fig. 3, and is made by cutting
a notch in the front of one strip, and in the
back of the other, so that when the pieces are
fitted together they will be quite level on each

side. The notch should be cut into the depth,
which is exactly half the thickness of the wood
with a saw, and the waste is chiselled out.
The joints should fit tightly together, and
could be fixed either with nails or screws,
while if they are glued they would be greatly
strengthened. The two strips B are half -
lapped into the upright strip A, in the positions
shown at Fig. 2, the joints being similar to that
just described. It will be well to round off
the sharp corners at the ends of the strips.

The hooks for the rings could be fashioned
from ordinary wire nails, similar to Fig. 4.
Thirteen are required ; first remove the heads
(see Fig. 5), and then turn up about iin. of the
ends (see Fig. 6) to form the hooks. The hooks
are kept jin. up from the bottom edges of the
strips of wood, and;are simply driven in posi-
tion. Before fixing, however, it would be best
to either paint or varnish the board, and add
the numbers. White paint and black numbers
are best, as shown at Fig. 1
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MITMMARY OP THE WEEK'S
WORK

Plant Barbi Potatoes. Sow Early
Peas on Warns Borders. Plant Seakale
,Plant Roses.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
THE present is considered a good time to

make new plantations of horseradish.
Be careful where it is planted, as when
once it becomes established it is almost

impossible to eradicate it by ordinary means,
for every piece of a root left in the ground will
quickly grow into a plant. So much has the
plant relied on the roots for its propagation
that it has lost the power of seed formation.
although it flowers most profusely. It is best
to set apart an odd corner of the garden for
clump in order that it may be left undis-
turbed. A small store should always be lifted,
and kept in moist sand during the winter, in
order to ensure of a supply when the ground is
locked by frost.

By planting early potatoes at the depth of
six inches, close beside a warm wall, an early
supply may be relied on if they are well pro-
tected during severe weather. In such posi-
tions they are easy to protect during sharp
weather. The soil should be light and well
drained. A small sowing of silver skin onions
may be made now in frames, as they will be
found useful for early salading.

Sowing of peas may now be made on a warm
border. Choose the best early sorts for the
purpose. As the sun's rays are very slanting
at this time of the year, the rows should be
farther apart than they are later in the season,
in order to allow them the fullest amount of
light possible. Many growers arrange their
rows so that the sun shines directly on to them
in the middle of the day. This may be
usually arranged for by sowing in oblique rows
on a warm border. If they are sown in rows
at an angle of 45 deg. on a south border,
with the tops of the rows towards the east,
they will enjoy the full benefit of the morning
sun.

Ii warm districts a small sowing of early
turnips may now be made. Choose a warm
position and see that the soil is thoroughly
pulverised.

Seakale is easily forced, merely requiring
to be potted or put into boxes with earth and
then placed in a dark warm house, the dark-
ness, of course, being to blanch it. Rhubarb
needs less care. Good strong roots taken up
and simply laid under the stage of the house
and covered up with litter will come on freely.
Both rhubarb and seakale are better for a
.proper root action.

Parsnips and carrots that still remain in the
ground must now be taken up. Store them in
sand or dry ashes in a dry shed, and they will
keep till the early crops come in outside
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Now we are fairly at the end of the chrysan-

themum season, as far as the large blooming
varieties are concerned, and the commence-
ment of another year's work is rapidly
approaching. Before any cuttings are taken
it is well to search over the old stools and
select those varieties which are shy and well-
known to produce their cuttings very sparingly.
Such varieties should be placed in a warm
greenhouse or early vinery on a shelf close to
the glass.

Furthermore, to encourage them to throw
up their cuttings quickly they should be
syringed once a day with lukewarm water.

Those varieties which produce cuttings
more freely are better stood in a cold green-
house or frame, where every protection from
frost can be given them.

A few sweet peas should now be sown in pots,
six seeds to a five -inch pot. Stand the pots
in a cool greenhouse on a shelf close to the glass,
and if weather permits allow all the air possible.

Carnations should be frequently looked over,
and any foliage showing signs of disease
immediately cut off. Aphis among the plants
is very troublesome just now, but a fumi-
gating once or twice a week will quickly
destroy the pests.

Hasten on with rose planting and finish
pruning, and tie the climbing varieties in
position.

Ferns make very little progress at this sea-
son. The young fronds, being subject to
damping, should be 6losely watched, or the
plants are quickly ruined.

Use the watering pots very cautiously, and
always the first thing in the morning, never at
night.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
Look over stored apples, pears and potatoes

while wintry weather prevails, but be careful
to admit no frost.

Strawberry beds should have attention now.
Remove all runners and free the beds from
weeds. When this has been done, lightly fork
over the ground and then carefully work old
hot bed dung into the surface. Some people
prefer to use long litter ; but this usually
becomes decayed before the fruits require it..
March is quite early enough to apply litter ; it
then has plenty of time to sweeten before the
fruits require it to protect them from the soil.

It is now time to proceed with the im-
portant work of digging between rows of
fruit trees.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

Fretwork Outfits
which will enable YOU to taste
of the joys of Fretwork.

Prices of Carded Fretwork Outfits :
No. 11 3/8 each ; or 4/- Post Free.

2 5/- .. 5/6
2.t 6/- ..6/6
3 7/6 ., 8/-
34 9/- .. 9/6
4 10/6 .. 11/- ,
eli 12/- ..12,'6
lii 13/6 .. 14/ -

Obtainable from

HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM,
BRANCHES & AGENTS.

Abbies

-HAIR CUT YOURSELF-
WITH THE

DOUGLAS PRUNER
DON'T WASTE TIME at the BARBER'S.

You can cut your own na r any - ength7yourlike-
comfortably at Home-in a few minutes. d It is
nothing but a process of combing. Use it as you Use
a Comb. The result is always SMOOTH AND EVEN.
It trims just a little off long Curly Hair, or shaves

.the back of the neck-just as you like.
Do not doubt these statements; you can try the
DOUGLAS PRUNER for nothing for SEVEN DAYS.
Send price. 5/6, for a DOUGLAS PRUNER complete

with Spare Blade.
If you do not like it, send it back ;and we ;will

return 5/6 to you without question.
Read the I ollowing testimonial, which is one of many-

Dear Sirs,-I purchased a Douglas Pruner from you some time
ago. Please send me one dozen blades lor it. It is a souder
f ut inv, ntion. I am glad it is British. No barbers for me simo
I had it. I recline P.O. 4,,.

Yours faithfully (Signed) J. BARNETT.

DOUGLAS KIRBY & CO,,
PRICE

5/6
WORTH A
GUINEA.

Dept. H.,
St. John's Lane,
GLOUCESTER.

OVER
8,000

IN USE.

I li,fe,r1111 itn .e1 !fin, III. NI 111/1!.11ii.(111 11141., di(

HOBBIES SPRING FRAME

11,1.101. I.

To those who require a
reliable, serviceable and
reasonable Fretwork Hand
Frame, Hobbies Spring
Frame will meet with

general approval.

The clamps are made on
our patented method and
will grip the finest of Fret -
saws, whilst the tension is
ensured by the spring of

the arms.
PRICES :--

12-inch 2 /3 or post free 2 /9
14 -inch 2/5 11 ,, 2/11

16 -inch 2 /7 19 3 /11

HOBBIES LIMITED, DEREHAM
LONDON, 65, New Oxford Street, W.C.
LONDON, 147, Bishopagate, C.C.
LONDON, 79, Walworth Road, S.E.
GLASGOW. 326, Argyle Street.

& MANCHESTER, 10a, Piccadilly.
BIRMINGHAM, 9a, High Street.
LEEDS, 15. County Arcade.

And all Authorised Agents.

3A0



PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENTS are inserted at 1/- for the dist 12 words or less, and ld. per word after. -For
TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS, and Advertisements of FOREIGN STAMPS, the rate is 2d. per word. -Every word.
including the name and address, is counted. Initials and numbers, or groups, swots as E.P.S. and £1 Ils. 6d., are
counted as one word. Advertisements offering FRETWORK DESIGNS for sale easnot be accepted. Copy for
advertisements in SALE AND EXCHANGE columns must'ibe cent to " HOBBIES." Dereham. Norfolk.

TRADE
AMATEUR COMEDIANS. -Cross -

patter, complete acts, etc.
Stamps for list. -Finn, Songwriter,
Colchester.

RENT IRONWORKERS ! We
have a small stock of Ribbon

Iron for Bent Iron Work as follows :
bin., 3-161n., and tin. wide at ls. 6d.
per coil and tin. wide at 2s. per coil
of 50ft. each. Postage on each
extra. -Hobbles Ltd., Dereham.

pRICKPAPER, TIlepaper, Slate -
paper, 6 sheets 2s., ; twelve,

3s. 6d. ; Wallpaper, 6 sheets, 2s. 6d. ;
twelve, 4s. 6d. Paper Aeroplane
Circles, tin.,1s.9d. 100 ; 4in. 2s. 3d.
100. Lists, -Stamp.--Axon & Har-
rison, Regent Street, Rugby.

niNEMATOGRAPH FILMS. -
`-. Cheap Bargains. List Free.
" Filmeries," 43, Manbey Street,
Stratford, London.

,CONJURING, World's best selec-
tion.-' Illustrated money -saving

catalogue, 2d.-Vandy (Dept. 6),
Brighton.

COSMOGRAPHIC Correspond-
ence Club. Collectors' Inter-

national Exchange. -Hughes, 74,
Francis Road, Edgbaston, Birm-
ingham.

sYCLE Lining Transfers, as used
--' by trade. Any Colours, ls. 3d.

to is. 9d. Lists, Samples, Stamp. -
Axon & Harrison, Regent Street,
Rugby.

FILES for Metal Work. These
are most useful for liner work,

being three -corner section and Sin.
long. Price 6d. each, post free
7+d., from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham.

FRETWORK Design Free to all
Fretworkers. It consists of

an ` Industry Mirror Bracket "
(No. 14 Gift Design). -Write to
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, for one.

F REE. - Pocket Rubber State p
42 of your name and address ;
also particulars of splendidly paying
spare agencytre worked.-N.iiepoidovLondon.

aRAMOPHONES (New); splendid" tone, from 65s. Repairs and
parts. Latest Records. Lists free.-
Regentbob, 120, Old Street, London.

PATENTS. -Advice and Hand-
book free.-B.T. King, Director,

King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165,
Queen Victoria Street, London.

PARTICULARS of Ten Money-
making Plans. Genuine. Send

2s. 6d. -Smith & Brayshaw, 183,
Duke Street, Liverpool.

PHOTO Postcards of yourself,
Is. 3d. doz. ; enlargements. 8d. ;

also cheap photo material ; catalogue,
samples free.-Hackett's, JulyRoad,
Liverpool.

PROFITABLE Spare Time Work.
Full instructions and sample,

7fd. Henderson Bros., Sandgate,
Whitby, Yorks.

RE -CHARGE your Dry Batteries
at little cost. Complete instruc-

tions, Is. 3d. --C. Coates. Thurston,
nr. Bury St. Edmunds.

SLOAN - DUPLOYAN SHORT-
HAND saves a year's study,

and holds the Parliamentary report-
ing records for speed, accuracy and
duration. Illustrated handbook,
with lessons, specimen, etc., etc.,
etc.-Sloan-Dnployan Headquarters,
Dept S., Ramsgate.

TRANSFERS (Enamel), Floral,
Dutch, Comic, Wood -Inlay.

Dogs' Heads, Horses' Heads, Aero-
plane Discs, etc. -Axon & Harrison,
Regent Street, Rugby.

THREE FREE BOOKS. Of un-
told value to Cyclists, and in-

deed everybody. Get them im-
mediately. Literally packed with
illustrations of astounding offers in
Cycles, Tyres, Accessories, Razors,
Cutlery, Watches, Raincoats, Foun-
tain Pens, Handbags and a host of
useful everyday needs. Altogether,
a Big -Buying Guide of over 180
pages. If you're bent on true
economy saving, don't miss these
books. They're yours entirely Free.
Immediate deliveries. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Write NOW. -Moor -
house Ltd., Dept. 5, Padiham,
Burnley.

PRIVATE
COLOURED Cinematograph

Films for Sale. All splendid
condition and titled. 2s. 3d. each.
Stamp replies. -Andrews, 15, Ade-
laide Road, Southampton.

FOR SALE. -Half-plate Stand
Cam a, R.R. Lens, 4 Slides,

Tripod, good condition ; a bargain,
£4. Also Washing Tanks, Drying
Rack, Box for Negatives, Printing
Frames, Dishes, all for Quarter -plate.
Leather Case, 7 by 5 by 1+. What
offersq. -Miss Dodson, Wootton Rec-
tory, Northampton.

'OR SALE. -Hobbies A3. Fret-
work Outfit complete. extra

Saw Frame, Files, etc. Little used.
The lot, 18s. Bargain. -W. J.
Fogden, Walton House, Ruthin.

VOR SALE. -Violin and Bow,
12 £3 ; Five -string Banjo, £2 ;

English -made Concertina, 27, 6d.
Phonograph and 180 Records, £6;
Wrist Watch, going order, uteds
slight adjustment, 7s. 6d. Smooth-
ing Plane, 9s. . All post paid. -
R. Corker, 10, Gainsboro' Road,
Felixstowe.

iEECCANO No. 1 splendid con-
dition, Ss. 6d., or nearest

offer.-Bargent, 10, Gerald Villas,
Windsor, Berks.

Q HAND CAMERAS for Sale, '" 10s., 15s., and 36s. ; all
plate, and Accessories. Wanted
F-Camera and Accessories cheap.
ull particulars and lowest price :-

Wells, 30, South Street, Osney,
Oxford.

A - VOLT Motor, Knapp Type,
B.B. Condition as new. Price

10s. 6d. -Andrews, 15, Adelaide
Road, Southampton.

STAMPS
ALBUM (200 pages), 100 different

Stamps. Packet Stamp
Mounts and Handbook, Post free 5s.
Applicants asking to see my Cheap
Approval Sheets will receive Set
Dcuador unused Free.--Jaokman
(Dept. 4), 21, Poynder's Road,
London, S. W.4.

FOIL one week only, 60 Belgium,
15. ; 40 Denmark, Is. ; 26

Chili, is. ; 40 Cuba, Is. ; 60 U.S.A.,
is. All different, cash. Postage
extra. -Bond, Charminster, Dorset.

FREE. Unused Stamps includ-
ing Mozambique. Send lid.

Postage.-Waikett, High Street,
Mitcham.
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